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Background: Late presentation for HIV care, continues to be a challenge, leading to increased morbidity, mortality, and society costs. 
The study aimed to determine the rates of late diagnosis (LD) and patient characteristics in Turkey, utilizing the new definition 
excluding recently infected.
Methods: The study included patients admitted to the hospital between 1998 and 2023, with at least 1 year of follow-up. Patients 
without a CD4 count at their initial admission were excluded. Two definitions of presentation were used: LD, (CD4<350 cells/mL or 
AIDS-defining event) and advanced disease (AD), (CD4<200 cells/mL or AIDS-defining event). Individuals with recent evidence of 
infection were reclassified as “not late”.
Results: Out of the 914 patients meeting the criteria and the analysis focused on 794 treatment-naïve patients, with 90.6% being male 
and an average age of 36.0 ± 12.0 years. Using the previous definition, 48.9% were diagnosed as late, while the new definition 
identified 47.2%. A total of 183 patients (23%) were diagnosed with AD, and 25.9% of the diagnoses occurred during the COVID-19 
Pandemic. The rate of LD increased during the pandemic compared to before (55.8% vs 44.2%, p=0.005), as did the rate of AD 
(30.1% vs 20.6%, p=0.007). There was no significant relationship between gender and LD. Patients with LD were older (median ages 
were 31 vs 36 in groups, p<0.001), had poorer virological response, higher mortality rates (4.8% vs 1.2%, p=0.003), and shorter 
survival compared to those without (log rank=0.004).
Conclusion: HIV patients with LD have poorer prognosis with older age as well as disruption of health services during the pandemic 
as risk factors. To improve outcomes, multicenter studies should investigate missed opportunities and specific risk factors in our 
region, and we should screen at-risk populations, promote awareness among underdiagnosed populations, and advocate testing even in 
disastrous situations.

Plain Language Summary: Late diagnosis of HIV remains a challenge, leading to increased health problems, deaths, and societal 
costs. This study aimed to determine the rates of late diagnosis and patient characteristics in Turkey, using a new definition that 
excludes recently infected individuals. The study included 794 treatment-naïve patients, mostly male with an average age of 36 years. 
With the new definition, 47.2% were diagnosed late, and 23% had advanced disease. The pandemic period saw higher rates of late 
diagnosis (55.8% vs 44.2%) and advanced disease (30.1% vs 20.6%). Gender did not significantly affect late diagnosis. Patients with 
late diagnosis were older, had lower CD4 counts, poorer treatment response, higher mortality rates (4.8% vs 1.2%), and shorter 
survival. Older age and disruptions in healthcare during the pandemic were identified as risk factors for late diagnosis. To improve 
outcomes, multicenter studies should investigate missed opportunities and specific risk factors, while focusing on screening high-risk 
populations, raising awareness among underdiagnosed groups, and promoting testing even during challenging situations. 
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Introduction
More than 75 million people have been infected with HIV, and an estimated 37 million people are presently living with 
the virus. Globally, HIV infection is among the leading causes of morbidity and mortality.1 In Europe, roughly one-third 
of people who are HIV positive do not seek medical attention until a late stage in the course of their infection. In spite of 
efforts made to raise awareness about the importance of early HIV testing, the current state of affairs has remained 
unchanged for a number of years with little signs of improvement. A delayed presentation for treatment is not only 
hurtful to the person who is infected but also more expensive. Also, the spread of HIV is detrimental to society due to its 
impact on health, economy, stigma, loss of human capital, families, and communities, straining public health systems, 
and disrupting global health dynamics. Therefore, surveillance is crucial to determine the extent to which late presenta-
tion is occurring. The probability of getting an AIDS-defining illness increases exponentially in HIV-infected people who 
are not receiving treatment; the risk is particularly significant in those with a CD4 cell count of 200 cells/mL. Delaying 
therapy for a longer period of time results in a poorer outcome for the patient.2

There are over twenty distinct definitions of late presentation in the literature. Late presentation of HIV was defined in 
a 2010 consensus statement as “presenting with a CD4 count of 350 cells/L or with an AIDS-defining event”. This 
definition has been accepted by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the European Centre for Disease Prevention 
and Control (ECDC) and for more than a decade.2

HIV testing has been more widespread and frequent in various communities in Europe and areas in recent years as 
part of pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) programs, resulting in a rise in the number of people diagnosed with HIV, 
notably men who have sex with men (MSM). According to the current definition of late HIV presentation, these people 
are wrongly classified as late because of their low CD4 counts at the time of acute HIV infection.3 This possible 
overestimation issue has been raised by some research groups and has led to the application of correction factors to the 
late diagnosis rates. The amount of these adjustment factors varies depending on the reclassification criteria, country, 
population, and study era, but in Belgium it has been estimated to be as high as 9%.4–6

As a result, a working committee formed as part of the EuroTEST Initiative and supported by the ECDC, the WHO 
Regional Office for Europe, and the European AIDS Clinical Society (EACS) resolved to reassess this criterion. After 
reviewing the data to make a better distinction to between people with a LD and people who have recently acquired HIV, 
persons with recent evidence of infection (ie diagnosed at the time of seroconversion) would be reclassified as “not late”. 
Some Western European countries reported adjusted national late HIV diagnosis rates for recent infection. The extent of 
these adjustments varies by country and subpopulation.7

The reclassification of newly infected persons can contribute to the reduction of an overestimation of the late HIV 
diagnosis estimates, as well as the improved identification of groups who are at risk for poor HIV outcomes and 
intervention areas in order to further expand and focus HIV testing.

There is very limited data on the epidemiology of LD in Turkey and no data with the new definition excluding 
recently infected people. In this study, it was planned to determine the LD rates and patient characteristics of patients 
admitted to our hospital, which is a regional HIV center.

Methods
From 1998 to 2023, patients who admitted to the outpatient clinic of Çukurova University Medical School Hospital in 
Adana, Turkey and who were followed up for at least 1 year were included in the study. Patients who did not have a CD4 
count at their first admission were excluded from the study. The data collection form was filled out by analyzing the 
electronic data system and written documents of the patients. The data collection form included demographic data, 
diagnosis and treatment dates, details of the treatments received, baseline CD4 lymphocyte counts and HIV RNA levels, 
CD4 lymphocyte counts and HIV RNA levels at 6 months± 1 month and 1 year ±1 month of treatment. After data 
anonymization by the data expert, personal data were protected and statistical analysis was performed.

Two definitions for presentation were used as follows: 1. Late diagnosis: Presentation with a CD4 cell count fewer 
than 350 cells/mL and/or with an AIDS-defining event. 2. Advanced HIV disease: Presentation with a CD4 cell count 
below 200 cells/mL and/or with an AIDS-defining event. Persons with recent evidence of infection (ie diagnosed at the 
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time of seroconversion) was reclassified as “not late”. The presence of at least one of the following characteristics was 
used to evaluate the evidence of recent infection: (i) negative HIV test within 12 months to HIV diagnosis or (ii) acute 
HIV infection (eg seroconversion illness). Persons having evidence of earlier diagnosis in another country or region were 
excluded from the study.

The data were transferred to the computer environment with SPSS v20.0 program and descriptive analyses were 
performed. Data were presented as mean (mean) ± standard deviation (SD), median, lower value (LV), upper value (UV), 
number (n) and percentage (%). The conformity of the variables to normal distribution was tested with the Shapiro–Wilks 
test. Student t-test was used in the analysis of continuous variables showing normal distribution. Mann–Whitney U-test 
and Kruskal–Wallis test were used to analyze continuous variables that did not show normal distribution. Chi-square or 
Fischer’s exact test was used to analyze categorical variables. In correlation analysis, Spearman correlation test was 
applied. A p value 0.05 was considered as statistically significant. Kaplan Meier test and log rank were used for survival 
analysis.

The study was approved by Çukurova University Medical School non-interventional studies Institutional Review 
Board (IRB) with the 130th meeting decision No: 18 dated February 4, 2023. The committee waived the requirement for 
informed consent due to the anonymization of patient data.

Results
Of the recorded 914 patients who met the inclusion and exclusion criteria, 120 patients had evidence of previous 
diagnosis abroad or elsewhere. Further analysis was made with 794 treatment naïve patients who admitted to our 
outpatient clinic; 90.6% were male and the mean±SD and median (min-max; IQR) ages were 36.0±12.0 and 33.0 (16–82; 
18) years respectively.

When the previous definition used 48.9% was diagnosed as late while 47.2% was diagnosed as late with the new 
definition used. Only 13 patients were marked as “not late”. 183 patients (23%) were diagnosed as advanced disease 
(AD). 25.9% (n=206) of the patients were diagnosed during the pandemic period (March 1, 2020- April 1, 2022). While 
the LD rate was 44.2% before the pandemic, it was 55.8% during the pandemic period (P=0.005). The rate of AD was 
20.6% before the pandemic and 30.1% during the pandemic (P=0.007).

There was no statistically significant relationship between gender and LD (p=0.546, OR=1.164 [0.723–1.873]). 46.9% 
(n=375) of men and 50.7% (n=388) of women had LD. Those with LD were statistically significantly older, p<0.001. 
Median ages (min-max, IQR) were was 36 (17–82,18) for LD and 31 (17–82, 16) for not LD.

CD4 counts before, during and after treatment were statistically significantly lower in patients with LD (Table 1) The 
virological response was statistically significantly worse in patients with LD compared to those without (Table 2).

Table 1 The Relationship Between CD4 Counts and Late Diagnosis

First CD4  
Count

CD4 Count  
6th Month

CD4 Count  
First Year

Last CD4  
Count

CD4≥350 Mean 567,94 731,08 797,13 849,64

N 419 311 297 398

Std. Deviation 203,134 250,504 294,904 551,132

Median 519,00 713,00 794,00 793.00

Minimum 93 60 160 11

Maximum 1500 1620 2314 2003

(Continued)
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Mortality rate was 2.9% (n=29) and was higher in patients with LD compared to those without (4.8% vs 1.2%, 
p=0.003, OR=4.175 [CI:1.534–11.358]). Survival of the patients with LD was significantly shorter than those without 
(Figure 1, log rank=0.004).

Discussion
In our study, 48.9% of cases were diagnosed as late with the previous definition, and, 47.2% with the new definition. 
Only 13 patients (1.7%) were designated as “not late” and advanced disease (AD) was diagnosed in 183 patients (or 
23%). When we look at the published studies, late presenter rates were similar to us. Late Presentation Working Groups 
in EuroSIDA and COHERE estimated the burden of late presenters between 36.8% and 64.2%.8 According to the study 
by Gullón et al using old definitions, 158 (50%) of all newly diagnosed patients had LD and 30.7% of the patients (n=97) 
had AD.9 Similar to us, in the cohort including 2016 and 2017 from 13 of the 17 HIV centers in Poland, 88.9% of the 
1522 patients were male, with a median age of 33.6 years. Late presenters accounted for 44.8% of the study group.10 In 
a study from 15 centers and 2953 patients in Turkey, similar with the literature, 46.7% presented with a CD4 T cell count 
of <350 cells/mm3.11 In a Turkish Cohort that was conducted in Istanbul, there were a total of 1673 patients (1440 males, 
with a median age of 35 years) and 49.4%, were diagnosed with the disease at a later stage, having a CD4 count that was 

Table 1 (Continued). 

First CD4  
Count

CD4 Count  
6th Month

CD4 Count  
First Year

Last CD4  
Count

CD4<350 or AIDS  
defining event

Mean 194,10 465,96 562,60 593,30

N 375 282 256 342

Std. Deviation 102,393 255,553 262,018 298,006

Median 206,00 441,50 534,00 564,50

Minimum 6 14 34 30

Maximum 350 1759 1465 1765

Total Mean 391,38 605,00 688,56 731,17

N 794 593 553 740

Std. Deviation 248,133 285,340 303,399 469,587

Median 357,50 591,00 669,00 679,00

Minimum 6 14 34 11

Maximum 1500 1759 2314 2003

P value* <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Note: *Mann Whitney Test was used.

Table 2 Virological Response of Patients with Late Diagnosis Vs Not Late Diagnosis

Late Diagnosis % (n) Not Late % (n) Total % (n) P value*

Virological suppression (VL<59 copy/mL) 64.4 (183) 77.2 (241) 71.1 (424) <0.001

Virological failure (VL>200 copy/mL) 16.2 (46) 8 (25) 11.9 (71) 0.002

Note: *Chi-square test was used. 
Abbreviation: VL, viral load.
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lower than 350 cells/mm3. 427 people who were diagnosed late had advanced HIV illness, which accounts for 25.5% of 
all diagnoses and 51.7% of diagnoses.12

Data from the national Swedish InfCareHIV registry from 2017 to 2021 showed that LD decreased from 55% to 52% 
following reclassification of acute HIV infection as “not late”.7 In another study from the UK reclassifying LD based on 
RITA testing and/or using 24 months for a negative test, LD decreased by 7% in 2019, from 49% to 42%.4 As far as we 
know, there are no studies in Turkey using the new definition and we are first cohort reporting it. Our reclassification did 
not yield that much difference in the rates possibly because of patients’ admitting to hospitals lesser during the pandemic 
that led us underdiagnosing the acute HIV infection.

In our study, LD affected the patients’ response to treatment and prognosis. In an observational study, LD cases had 
greater short-term mortality than non-LD cases across the majority of socio-demographic and epidemiological para-
meters, and the mortality rate ratio (RR) was 5.37 (95% confidence interval [CI]: 3.49–8.2). The preponderance (88.8%) 
of the 98 fatalities that occurred within one year of HIV diagnosis were due to LD. HIV/AIDS-related causes accounted 
for 70.4% of all fatalities that occurred within the first year of diagnosis (non-LD 36.4% vs LD 74.7%), compared to 
31.1% of deaths that occurred >1 year after diagnosis (non-LD 21.4% vs LD 35.5%).13 In another research that looked at 
the prevalence, epidemiological features, and survival probability of individuals newly diagnosed with HIV in Catania, 
Italy, from 1985 to 2010, late and very late presentation was related with a decreased survival probability. They believe 
that implementing methods centered on targeted preventive initiatives and HIV testing programs is critical to detecting 
and treating HIV infection as early as feasible.14 The Late Presentation Working Groups in COHERE and EuroSIDA 
estimate that, during 2010–2016, 12,050 excess AIDS-related events and/or deaths could have been avoided if people 
were diagnosed. This underestimates the therapeutic benefit of beginning ART sooner because their findings were based 
on cohort data from years when many patients did not start ART until their CD4 cell count was low, before the INSIGHT 
START research changed clinical treatment in Europe.15 They suggest that, if all were detected and treated immediately, 
many more events may have been prevented.8

A retrospective multicenter cohort study comprised of all the HIV patients diagnosed in 2019 in 27 Spanish hospitals 
included one hundred and fifty-five of 352 patients of which 42.9% had a CD4 count of less than 350 per mm3 at the 
time of HIV diagnosis. Sixteen percent of patients diagnosed had a missed opportunity in the 5 years before HIV 
diagnosis, highlighting the need to implement screening strategies in the emergency departments different from the 
current one to improve these outcomes.16 It is important to identify the reasons of missed opportunities and risk factors to 
reduce LD in order to improve prognosis.
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Figure 1 Survival of patients with late diagnosis.
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In Jabłonowska’s study, the independent factors associated with LD were age (OR = 1.52) and mode of transmission 
(Heterosexual: OR = 1.73, intravenous drug use: OR = 2.24). To enhance early diagnosis and medical care, it was 
suggested that these patients be targeted.10 The review, which covered the years 2015–2021, older age was consistently 
associated with delayed presentation even it was variably defined, but usually ≥50 years.17 LD was also associated with 
older age and was more common among immigrants as well as intravenous drug users in Gullon’s study.9 A Polish study 
from 15 HIV centers in 2016–2017 also identified advanced age, heterosexuality and intravenous drug use as risk 
factors.10 Similarly, LD was identified as a risk factor for LD in our patients. In the study by Karaosmanoglu et al from 
Turkey, late presenters were older and less educated. Therewithal, the likelihood of LD was higher among married 
patients. Among early applicants, homosexuals which were diagnosed in screening studies and those with low HIV-RNA 
viral load were more likely.12 Heterosexuality also found to be a risk factor for LD in other studies. In a study, a greater 
proportion of heterosexual men had LD along with their short-term mortality rate. This could be due to differences in 
their risk perception, knowledge, and HIV testing frequency.13

A study from the Netherlands explored the experiences of 34 people with LD via semi-structured interviews. Reasons 
for LD were identified as “symptoms not attributed to HIV by a medical professional”, “feeling healthy” and “fear of the 
consequences of an HIV diagnosis”. It was usually a combination of not being aware of the fact that they were at risk of 
HIV infection and the absence of HIV-related symptoms prior to diagnosis.18

Immigrants and asylum seekers are another population at risk. A retrospective cohort study, between June 1, 2017 and 
October 31, 2018, Canada, of 1849 patients, 62% had LD, 22% were presented with AD, 25% of the patients had high 
viral load (> 100,000 copies/mL).19 Between 2004 and 2016, 9590 new HIV diagnoses registered in the Spanish cohort, 
with a higher rate of LD in migrants than in non-migrants (46.7% vs 51.4%, p < 0.001). Among migrants, the highest 
rates of LD were in sub-Saharan Africa (63.4%) and North Africa (62.8%), heterosexual men (66.4%), people who are 
illiterate or have not completed primary school (64.6%), and people over 50 (61.4%). The rate of LD was higher in 
women (57.1%) than in men (50.0%).20

On the other hand, the subsequent SARS-CoV-2 pandemic caused serious consequences for health services, 
particularly for the most vulnerable populations, such as people infected with HIV. These people may not have been 
able to reach a hospital for HIV testing and treatment, leading to delayed diagnosis and potentially increased mortality.21 

A retrospective case series from four centers in Poland in a study examining COVID-19 and LD, 19/25 of patients were 
male (76%) and median age was 38.5 years (range 25–59) The median CD4 cell count was 72 cells/μL (range 3–382) and 
twenty-three patients (92%) had LD while 22 (88%) had AD. This was higher than the previous studies after 2015 where 
LD rates were between 43% and 53%.22 In a non-interventional, single-center retrospective cohort from Germany, LD in 
diagnoses made in 75 patients was found to be 83% during the COVID-19 period, compared to 59% before COVID-19.23 

In a study from Turkey with 1071 patients, 36.4% of the patients had low CD4 counts (<350 cells/mm3) in the pre- 
pandemic period, while it was 47.9% patients during the pandemic phase (p<0.01).24 We made comparable observations, 
and LD and AD were statistically significantly higher during the pandemic period.

Our limitations in this study are being a single center study and not reporting many risk factors for late diagnoses. 
Because of being a regional hospital and serving a population representing the south-east of Turkey may overcome one of 
these limitations. However, we should perform a multicenter study investigating the missed opportunities and specific 
risk factors in our region in order to integrate our work to the field and disseminate scientific data.

As a conclusion, HIV patients with a LD had a poorer prognosis. Older age and heterosexuality seem to be the main 
risk factors for it and disruption of health services during the pandemic might have contributed the increase of late and 
advanced prognoses. In addition to screening groups who are at risk, promoting awareness among populations that are 
underdiagnosed and advocating testing even in disastrous situations appear to be the most effective ways forward.

Data Sharing Statement
If needed, data supporting the results will be shared.
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